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ABSTRACT 
A norm @ on CInx” is a c-noim if there exist norms 6’ and 4 on C” and C”, 
respectively, such that @(XY*) = O(X)+(Y) for all X E C”, Y E C”. A real-valued 
mapping on a proper cone of a finite-dimensional vector space is a prenorm if it is 
positive, homogeneous, and continuous. A prenorm is a norm if it is subadditive, and 
an antinorm if it is superadditive. Let 2 c R” and jr% c R” be proper cones and 
A E T(GF’, CT?>, i.e., A E lRmx” with AZ’ C 2. A norm (an antinorm) @ on 
r(Ji: Z) is a c-(antijnorm if there exist (anti)nomrs 0 and C#J on SF and x* (the 
dual cone of K), respectively, such that @(XYr) = 0(X)4(Y) for all X E 2, Y E JT’*. 
Many properties of c-antinorms on cones turn out to be analogous to well known 
properties of c-norms on the whole space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote vectors by X,Y, Z, U,. . and matrices by A, B,C,. We 
understand the concepts “nonnegative” etc. and the notations X < Y, 1x1, etc. 
elementwise. 
Submultiplicative norms of matrices are important e.g. as upper bounds 
for the spectral radius. Therefore we ask if we obtain lower bounds for the 
spectral radius by using certain super multiplicative and superadditive map- 
pings. The only nonnegative, homogeneous, superadditive mapping defined 
on C” is the trivial zero mapping. [To show this, let 4 be such a mapping: 
then for all XEC” we have O=~(O)=~(X+(-X))>,~(X>+~(-X)= 
Z+(X), implying +(X1 = 0.1 S o we restrict our study to mappings defined on 
certain types of cones. 
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Let us recall that a mapping 4 : C” + R is a prenorm (see e.g. [2, p. 2721) 
on@“if,forallX,X,EC”,cE@, 
4(X)20 and +(X)=0 * X=0 (positivity), 
4(cX> = I&%(X) (homogeneity), 
X, + X (elementwise) * 4(X,) + 4(X) (continuity). 
Now we define a prenorm on a cone. Our terminology on cones is that of [l]. 
Let 3’ be a convex cone in R”. We assume n > 2 throughout. Assuming Z’ 
soEid (int x+0:>, we call a mapping C$ :z’-+ R a yrenorm if, for all 
x,x, E J?, c E R,,, = Ix E [WIT > o), 
4(X)20 and XEint.ju%- q6(X)>O (positivity) , 
4(cX> =44x) (homogeneity), 
x,-,x * 4(X,)*4(X) (continuity). 
A prenorm 4 on 3’ is a nor?n on 5%’ if, for all X, Y E Z’, 
$(x+y)G4(x)+4(y) (subadditivity) , 
and is an antinorm on 5%’ if 5% is also pointed (x n - x = {O)) and 
4(X+y>a+(x)+4(Y) (superadditivity) . 
We could replace the condition “Z pointed” by a more general condi- 
tion “int(.GV n - Z’) =0,” but, to follow the standard terminology, we 
do not do so. If int(;Yn-Z’)#0, let X~int(.F’n-jV%)=int.Z’n 
int - 3?. For 3’~ R”, necessarily X + 0, and for ;r%= R”, we can choose 
X # 0. Applying superadditivity for Y = - X, we obtain 4(X> = 0, contradict- 
ing positivity. 
Now let ~1s study the meaning of positivity for norms on cones. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 4 be a norm on a solid convex cone 3 c R”. Every 
X E bd 37 satisfying X f 0, 4(X) = 0 belongs to the same nontrivial face 
of 27. 
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Let 0 # X E bd GY. The nontrivial face of Z’ generated by X is defined 
[I, p. 41 by 
9; = (Y E + E R, : ay ,5x) 
where 
Z.&l e U-ZEX. 
We prove Proposition 1. Let 0 # X,Y E bd SF?, 4(X) = 4(Y) = 0. Assume 
that X and Y do not belong to the same nontrivial face of J?‘. Obviously 
Y # - X. We show that X + Y E int J’. If X + Y E bd ._Z’, then, since X < .z 
X+Y, Y<“X+Y, we have X,YE&+~, contradicting our assumption. 
Now 0 < 4(X + Y) f 4(X)+ 4(Y) = 0, a contradiction. 
2. DUALITY 
Let us recall that the dual norm of a prenorm C$ on C” is 
To study the analogous concepts on cones, we define the dual cone of a 
closed, pointed, convex cone J?’ by 
which is solid and satisfies 
int.J?*={YE.Z*IO#XEZ 2 Y?‘X>O]; 
see [l, pp. 2-31. 
Now, let Z be proper (i.e. closed, pointed, solid, and convex), and let 4 
be a prenorm on G%‘. We define the dual antinom of 4 as a mapping 
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YTX 
c#J.+.(Y)= inf - 
XEintJyC$(X) ’ 
We can also define the dual nom of 4 by 
Y?‘X 
4*(Y)= - 
x 2L~w 
if it is finite. In verifying the antinorm properties, the only nontrivial thing is 
positivity. To show it, let Y E int .Z’*, denote f(X) = YTX/4(X) and con- 
sider a sequence (X,) in 33’ = (X E 3’ /the Euclidean norm of X equals 1) 
satisfying f(X,> -3 4 * (Y >. S ince B is compact, this sequence has a conver- 
gent subsequence; let X,, be its limit. Since Y E int Z’* and 0 # X,, E Z’, 
we have Y ‘X, > 0; thus necessarily 4(X,,) > 0 and so 4*(Y) = f(X,> > 0. 
Now we have in fact shown that for all Y E int x* 
T 
4*(Y) = min 
i I g XEZ,&X)>O I . 
For a prenorm C$ on C’*, the unit ball 
is important in studying norms. For a prenorm C$ on a proper cone 3’ C k!“, 
it appears useful in studying antinorms to consider 
The following “duality theorem” is well known: 
THEOREM 2N (see e.g. [2, p. 2871). Let C#J be a prenorm on @“. Then 
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Here s is the natural partial ordering and co denotes the convex hull. 
This theorem implies 
COROLLARY 3N. Let C/J he u prenorm on C”. Then 
Let us study the corresponding results on antinorms. 
LEMMA 4. Let X c R” be a proper cone, and let 0 # Y E R”. Then 
every radius of 2’ starting from the origin meets the plane ry = (X E 
R” 1 YTX = l} if and only $Y E int G%‘*. 
Proof. Assume Y E int G?‘*, andletO#XE.Z.ThenYTX>O,andso 
there exists c > 0 such that YTcX = 1; i.e., the radius going through X meets 
7r. If Y @ int Z*, then there exists 0 + X E G%‘, such that YrX < 0, so 
YrcX < 0 for all c > 0 and therefore the radius going through X does not 
meet rr. n 
Analogously to Theorem 2N and Corollary 3N we now have 
TIWOREM 2A. Let 4 be a prenorm on a proper cone 2’ c R”. Then 
COROLLARY 3A. L.et c$ be a prenorm on a proper cone 25’ c R”. Then 
The proof of Theorem 2A begins by using the same idea as the proof of 
Theorem 2N in [2]. For all X E x, Y E J”*, 
which implies 
XTY 
#J**(X)= . YE:rtfx* 4*(Y) -z+(x), 
and so +* * z 4 follows. This clearly implies @+, * c J&?~ and 4+, * 14,. 
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To prove 8+, * = co 8+, denoting cry = {X E J?’ 1 Y’X > I], Y E int J’*, 
we have 
m 4,(Y) al* YrX>l VY Eint.J?* 
Therefore 
x E 44 ** o (&4~a, 3 XEU, VYEintx*) 
We show o = co 8+. Since co &+ is the intersection of all the closed half 
spaces containing 84, it is enough to prove that if Y e int x* and the plane 
7r={XEiW”IYrX=l} meets .J?, then neither or = {X E J’ 1 Y ‘X > 1) nor 
cr;={XEJqY*X<l] contains 84 as a subset. This is true because both 
int ur and int a; are unbounded by Lemma 4; therefore both of them 
contain vectors of arbitrarily large Euclidean length and so vectors of 8+. 
Corollary 3A follows, since &4 is convex if and only if 4 is superadditive. 
In studying dual norms of prenorms on cones, the situation is slightly 
more complicated. It can be proved that if 4 is a prenorm on a proper cone 
G%‘, then B@ c .~45’~,, as in Theorem 2N, but @+,, = co @‘+ is true if and only 
if 4 is monotonic [i.e., X - Y E GF? d 4(X) 2 4(Y)]. Since we are most 
interested in norms on C” and antinorms on ~57, and not so much in norms 
on J’, we omit the proof. 
3. c-NORMS 
We say that a norm @ on @Inx” is a c-norm [6] if there exist norms 0 and 
4 on C” and C”, respectively, such that 
@(xy”) = @(X)4(Y) (c-condition) 
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for all X E @“I, Y E C”. We also say that @ is then a c-norm corresponding 
to e,4, and denote by cn(0,4> the family of all such c-norms. Some 
important c-norms in cn(B, 4) are the associated norm S’i:T, compound norm 
N O,d* and tensor-product norm (8@+*)“““, defined by 
‘$&X(A) = max 80 
O#XEC” 4(x> ’ 
s;l;w(A) = S;;;;(A); 
No.&) = 4*(e(A,),...,e(A,,>), 
where A,,..., A,, arc the columns of A; 
(eg~4*)“‘~“(A) = inf 
ii 
xe(Xi)4*(YL) A = zXiY/‘, Xi EC”‘, Yi E @” 
1 
Here xi denotes finite sums only. 
Pnorosrrroiv 5N. kt e and C#I be norms on C”’ and C”, respectively. 
Then S;;y E cn(f3, c$*). 
The proof is easy and omitted. 
PHOPOSITION 6N. Let t3 and C$ be norms on C”’ and C”, respectively, 
and denote r = N,,,,. Then 
(1) r is a norm if and only if 4* is monotonic on the nonnegative orthant 
(i.e., 0 < Y < Z * 4*(Y) < 4*(Z)>; 
(2) r E cn(8,4*> if and onEy if +* is absolute (i.e., 4*(lYl)= 4*(Y) for 
all Y E Cn>. 
The proof is easy and omitted. Note that 4* is absolute if and only if it is 
monotonic [i.e. IYI =G IZI * 4*(Y) < 4*(Z)]; see e.g. 12, p. 2851. 
PROPOSITION 7N [6, pp. 24-25, 281. Let 8 and C$ be norms on C” and 
C”, respectively, and denote r = (0@+*>“‘“. Then 
(1) r E 48, +*>; 
(2) r is the largest c-norm corresponding to 8 and 4*, i.e., @ E 
cn(0,4*) j @s r; 
(3) T(A) = min(Ci0(Xi)4*(Y,) I A = C,X,Y;“, Xi E c”‘, Yi E cn). 
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Proof [6]. To show (11, homogeneity and c-condition are trivial. We now 
prove subadditivity. Let A, B E C”‘xn, E > 0. Then there exist decomposi- 
tions 
A = X yf’ + . . . + X 
1 1 
yf’ 
I) 11 ’ 
B=U,V:‘+ ... +UV”, ‘I ‘I 
where Xi, U, E C”‘, Y,, V, E C”, such that 
CO(Xi)4*(Yi)G’(A)+E, ~O(Ui)4*(IQd-(B)+~. 
1 1 
Now A + B = X,Y[’ + . . . + Uc,Vf, and so 
~(A+B)<~B(Xi)~*(Yi)+~B(Ui)~*(~)<~(A)+~(B)+~~, 
* 2 
which implies subadditivity. To show positivity, let @ E cn(8, +*> and let 
Xi,Yi be as above. Then, for A E C”lxn, A # 0, 
O<@(A)<~@(XiY/‘)= ~@(X,)+*(Y,)~‘(A)+F, 
I i 
which proves (2) and implies positivity. We omit the proof of (3); see 
16, P. 281. n 
A norm CD on @” Xn is called submultiplicative if for all A, B E C ” Xn 
@(A@ G Q(A)@(B), 
upper compatible if there exists a norm 4 on C” such that ST”’ s @, and 
spectrally dominant if the spectral radius p s @. (Upper compatibility is 
usually called compatibility; see e.g. [2].) Generally submultiplicativity 3 
upper compatibility * spectral dominance, but the converses are not valid 
[3]. However, for a certain family of c-norms the converses hold. Before 
studying this, we present two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 8N [5, p. 136; 6, p. 91. Let 0 and C/I be norms on C”’ and @“, 
respectively. Then 
S,“‘$( A) = S;:,fo,,( A”) 
for all A E @‘nxn. 
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The proof, based on the “bilinear characterization” 
S,,+(A) = max 
is easy and omitted. 
Let 8 and C#I be norms on C”. We say that @ E cn(0,4*) is upper 
O-unifoorm [&uniform] if @CAB) < S, “““(A)@(B) [@(AB) < @,(A)Sr(B)] for 
all A, B E Cn”“. (Upper uniformity is called uniformity in [6].) 
LEMMA 9N [6, pp. 32, 63-641. Let tl and C#J be norms on c”. Then Si:r 
and (OCO~*)“‘~” ure upper ti- and &uniform, and NO,** (provided c$* is 
absolute ) is upper O-uniform. 
Proof. See [6]. 
LEMMA 10N [6, p. 401. Let 8 und 4 be norms on Cc”, and let @E 
cn(8, +*I. lf @ is upper &uniform or upper +-uniform, then @ 2 Sl’$. 
In [6], this lemma is proved as a corollary of some other results. We show 
it directly. Assume that @ is upper &uniform. Then, for all A E @‘1Xn, 
X,Y EC”, 
. . . 
whrch Implies Sl!y < @,. If @ is upper o-uniform, we similarly have 
e(X)c$*(A"Y) = @(X(A”Y)“) = Q(XY%) 
<S;“‘(XY”)@(A) =0(X)@*(Y)@(A): 
and so S;Fa* (AH) < @(A) holds, which by Lemma 8N implies Se”: s @. 
Now we present conditions equivalent to the submultiplicativity of upper 
uniform c-norms. Many of these results are well known. 
THEOREM 11N (cf. [6, 5, 4, 7, 81). Let 8 and C#J be norms on C”, and let 
@ E cn(8, c$*) be upper O-unifwm or upper &-uniform. Then the following 
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conditions are equivalent: 
(1) @ is submultiplicative; 
(2) Cp is upper compatible; 
(3) s;=s 0; 
(4) s;” & @; 
(5) @ is spectrally dominant; 
(6) there exists m E Z,, m > 2, having c,,, E R+ such that @(A”‘) < 
c,,~@(A)“’ for all A E Cnxn; 
(7) all m E h + have c,,, E KY, such that @(A”‘) < c,,,@(A)“’ for all 
A E Cnx”; 
(1’) (1) holds for matrices of rank one; 
(7’) (7) holds fw matrices of rank one; 
(8) 0 % 4. 
We first prove 
(5’) &(8)2(l) =+5’). 
a (cf. [6, p. 431): Let X,Y E C”, and assume (5’). Then IX”YI = p(XY”) ,< 
@(XY’“) = 6(X)4*(Y), and hence 
b [6, p. 441: Let @ be upper O-uniform, and assume (8); then by Lemma 
9N 
@(AB) <S,“““(A)@(B) <Sr;(A)@(B) <@(A)@(B) 
for all A, B E Cnx”. If @ is upper &uniform, we can do analogously. 
c (cf. [6]): Assume (l), and let A E Cnx”, X,Y EC”. Then 
O(AX)4*(Y) =@(AXYH) @(A)Q(XYH) =@(A)B(X)4*(Y), 
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which implies (3), and 
I~(X)~*(A”Y) = Q(X(AffY)") = Q(XYHA) 
< a( XY")@( A) = @(X)4*(Y)@(A), 
which implies ST?(A”) < @(A) and, by Lemma 8N, (4). 
d: Trivial. 
e: Well known. Let A E C’tX”, and let A be its eigenvalue with lhl = p(A). 
If Z is a corresponding eigenvector, then for any norm I,/J on CC’, we have 
S;““(A) > @(AZ)/+(Z) = IAl = p(A). 
f, g: Trivial. 
h (cf. [4, p. 1221): Let m, c,,, satisfy (6). Then, for all A E @‘lx”, t E Z,, 
and so 
Since p(A) = lim, ~a @(A”)‘/” (which in fact holds for all prenoms 
[2, p. 322]), as t + 00 we obtain p(A) < @(A). 
i: Trivial. 
We can similarly prove (5’) * (8) =+ (1’) a . . * (5’). 
4. c-ANTINORMS 
Let G?? c 1w”’ and J? c [w” be proper cones. We denote 
+( A’, A?) = (A E UPXnlA( X\{O)) C int 2) 
= int 7r( X, 2) 11, p. 41, 
and call A E ST(G%‘, 2) .2’2?nonnegatice and A E a’(.%, 2) J?‘%posi- 
tive. Moreover, we denote r(J?) = &.J?, x’), &(JC’) = &(G%‘, G%“) and 
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call A E &jy%) K-nonnegatice and A E ~‘(3’) Zpositiue. It appears useful 
to consider also (recall that we denote by Ci finite sums only) 
1 I ~xiYiTxiG4?,YiE-jY* =T(2Y*.Gv*)*c7r(J?,A?) [l,p.4]. ) 
It is easy to see that r(Z,Z) and ~(.Z*,Z*)* are proper cones in 
R ,r, x n 
Let 2 be a proper cone satisfying ‘rr(.Z’*, 84iC*)* C 2 C n-(3’, 21, and 
Iet @ be an antinorm on 2. We say that @ is a c-antinorm if there exist 
antinomls 0 and C$ on 2? and Z’“, respectively, such that 
aqXYT) =tqX)cb(Y) (c-condition) 
for all X E 2, Y E 3”*. We denote by ca(8,4) the family of all such 
antinorms. 
We define the associated antinorm corresponding to ~9 and $J by 
PROPOSITION 5A. Let 8 and C#I be antinorms on proper cones 2F c [w"' 
and XC[~", respectively. Then Si$ is an antinorm on r(X, 2) and 
Si:z E cacti,+ * >. 
Proof. To show that S$’ is an antinorm on rr(.J!, 21, the only 
nontrivial thing is positivity, and it can be proved as we did in studying 4 .+ . 
Then we note that for A E rr’(Z’, 21, 0 # X E J’, we have AX E int 2 
and so @AX) > 0. It also appears that in fact, for all A E .sr’(GV’, 2?), 
Sc$( A) = nun XEJ?,C$(X)>O 
It is easy to see that Szg E ca(f3, C#J * ). n 
Next, let us study how to define the compound antinorm on z-(x, 2). 
Let $ be an antinonn on R:, = {X E R” 1 X > O}, and let Z and 2” be as 
before. Fix linearly independent vectors Ji.. . . ,J, E 2’, and let 8 be an 
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antinorm on 2. Now we define 
Ne.e,,j ,.....,, (A) = (cr.(e(AJ,),...,e(AJ”)), A~.ii-(x,J?) 
For simplicity, we denote it also by No,** (A) only. Further, let us define 
and denote it briefly by J(Y). 
PROPOSITION 6A. Let ~??clw"', z'cR" be proper cones, let I,,..., J, 
E s%? be linearly independent, and let 8 and $ be antinorms on Z and RT O, 
respectioely. Then 4 is an antinorm on 3’*, r = NO,*, is an antinorm on 
~(2, Z’), and r E ca(8,tJ). 
Proof. Easy and omitted. Note that I,!I* is monotonic [i.e., Y - 2 E [w:,, 
* I/I*(Y)> I/J,(Z), in other words, 0 < 2 < Y * $*(Z>< $,(Y>I. n 
This motivates us, more generally, to observe that in fact every antinorm 
is monotonic. 
PROPOSllYON 12. Let 4 be an antinorm on a proper cone G%’ c R”. Then 
C$ is monotonic (i.e., X - Y E 37 * 4(X) > 4(Y)). 
Proof. Let X,YEx. If X-YEJ?‘, then X=Y+Z where ZEJ?. 
Now 4(X> = 4(Y + 2) > 4(Y)+ 4(Z) > 4(Y). n 
Finally, let us consider the tensor-product antinorm 4, corresponding to 
0. Analogously to the definition of the tensor-product norm, we write 
(B@~&)“‘~‘~(A)=sup ~6’(Xi)&+.(Yi) A=~XiYi’,Xi&V,Yi~Z* 
i 1 
P~o~osrrro~ 7A. Let 8 and I$ be antinorms on proper cones 2 C R”’ 
and ;u% c R", respecticely, and denote F = (~csQ+*>“‘~‘~. Then 
(1) r is an antinorm on ~TTT(.Z*,Z*)*; 
(2) r E cacti, +* ); 
(3) r is the smallest c-antinorm corresponding to 0 and #J*, i.e., @ E 
ca(9,q5,) * [@(A) 2 I’(A) for all A E r(.Z*, Z*>*]; 
(4) T(A)= max{Ci0(X,)4*(Yi)I A = C,X,Yir, Xi E 2, Y, E J’*). 
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The proof is an easy modification of the proof of Proposition 7N. It 
appears that T(A) is always finite. 
Consider now proper cones 2’ c iw" and 2 CT(X). \lie say that an 
antinorm @ on _/ is supermultiplicative if 2 is product-preserving (A, B 
E-Y 3 ABE_k’)andforall A.BEJ 
@(AB) >@(A)@(B). 
Moreover, we say that an antinorm @ on 2 is lower compatible if there 
exists an antinorm 4 on X such that S;‘“(A) > 4(A) for all A E 1, and 
spectrally dominated if p(A) > @(A) for all A E 9. 
LEIIUA 8A. Let 0 und C#I he untinorms on proper cones 2 CR”’ nnd 
22’ c R”, respectively. Then 
for all A E 7rc.Z 2% 
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 8N. It is easy to see that 
A E ~(2?‘, 2?> e AT E r(Z’?*, J’*). 
Let 19 and 4 be antinorms on a proper cone 2’ C [w”, let -Y C n-(2’) be 
a product-preserving proper cone satisfying x(X*)* C 2 C rTT(Z’), and let 
@ be an antinorm on _5 with @ E ca(0,4* >. We say that @ is lower 
&un$orm [&uni$orm] if @CAB) 2 S;;““(A)4(B) [NAB) > @(A)S~““(B)I for 
all A,BE_/. 
As in Lemmas 9N and lON, we can show 
LEMMA 9A. Let 0 and 4 he antinorms on a proper cone X c R”, und 
let $ be an antiuorm on 172:;~. Then S,“$’ und (0 @ 4 * >““” ure lower 0- and 
&uniform, and Ne,ti, is lower O-unzform. 
LEMMA 10A. L_& 8,4,X, ._f, @ be as above. If @ is lower O-uniform or 
lower 4-un$orm, then Q,(A) < Si:$A) for all A E 2. 
By modifying the proof of Theorem llN, we can now show the analogous 
theorem for antinorms. 
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THEOREM 11A. Under the notation of Lemma lOA, assuming lower 
&uniJormity or +uniformity, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) @ is supermultiplicative; 
(2) Q, is lower compatible; 
(3) Sri”(A) >, @(A) for all A E _/; 
(4) S:‘“(A) > @(A) for all A E _./; 
(5) @ is spectrally dominated; 
(6) there exists m E Z,, m 2 2, having c,, E R, such that @(A”‘) > 
c,,,@(A)“’ for all A E 1; 
(7) all mEZ+ have c,,,E[W+ such that @(A’“) > c,,,@(A)“’ for all 
AEd; 
(1’) (1) holds for all rank-one matrices in _.Y; 
(7’) (7) h Id f o s or a rank-one matrices in 1; 11 
(8) es 4. 
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